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INTRODUCTION

New product development (NPD), a core business process (Srivastava, Shervani, and Fahey
1999), has long been an important concem of management (Nakataand Sivakumar 1996). especially
with tbe advent of sborter product life cycles and faster product deveiopment times (Griffin 1997).
Even though developing new products is critically important to tbe firm, several researchers have
noted the bigb failure rates typically associated witb NPD (Booz. Allen, and Hamilton 1982; Cooper
1990; Sivadas and Dwyer 2000). NPD processes bave moved from functional, sequential approacbes
to multifunctional approacbes witb tbe number of business units in a firm responsible for NPD
increasing (Griffin 1997). The focus on improving competitive advantage through NPD in recent
years bas been on time-to-market, overlapping problem solving, and multifunctional teamwork
(TWigg 1998). Many of tbe approacbes used to improve tbe success ofthe NPD process focus on
tbe need to improve tbe coordination between the marketing, manufacturing, and R&D departments
within tbe firm (Gupta. Raj, and Wilemon 1986; House and Price 1991; Olson, Walker, and Ruekert
1995). NPD is much improved by including all the functions relevant to tbe product life cycle - from
the concept through the disposal of tbe product (Ettlie 1997). However, tbere bas been very little empir-
ical researcb considering the role of tbe logistics in NPD, even though logistics plays a strategic role
in many companies (Mentzer, Flint, and Hult 2001; Mentzer and Williams 2001).

To develop support for the concept of logistics involvement in NPD, senior logistics and prod-
uct development managers in a number of industries were asked during tbe qualitative phase of tbis
research to discuss examples of NPD projects wbere logistics played a role and wbere logistics did
not play a role. Here are two typical examples:
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An automotive engineer redesigned the vehicle floor pan from a separate center and rear
floor pan to a single combined floor pan to save manufacturing costs. When (he floor pan
was separate, il was possible to tiansport 60 pieces per container but with the new sin-
gle piece design. it was possible to only transport 20 pieces per container. The new design
greatly increased the total cost ofthe part, especially since the parts were manufactured
in Mexico and shipped to the U.S. Unfortunately by the time logistics personnel got
involved it was too late to change the design.

A consumer product company developed a new bleach formulation but R&D noted the prod-
uct had a maximum temperature that could not be exceeded or the product would break-
down. The specifications were sent to the logistics department, which was unable to
guarantee the product would not be exposed lo temperatures above the maximum limit,
which led to the elimination ofthe product at the design stage not after the product was
launched.

Tbe interviews provided general support for tbe benefit of logistics involvement in NPD.
Resource dependence tbeory provided tbe tbeoretical support for tbe involvement of logistics in NPD.
Resource dependence tbeory suggests tbat as a function becomes salient witbin tbe firm and con-
trols critical resources, tbe more likely tbe function is to be involved in important activities like new
product development. To better understand the role of logistics in NPD, a research project with
three objectives was conducted. Tbe first objective was to identify (tbrougb interviews) bow prac-
titioners view tbe role of logistics in new product development. The second objective was to review
the literature, specifically on resource dependence theory, to develop a conceptual model, and oper-
aiionalize tbe constructs relating logistics involvement in NPD and NPD performance. Tbe tbird objec-
tive was to test the proposed conceptual model.

Over a period of two montbs, a total of 21 senior logistics and new product development man-
agers in the automotive, rail transportation, consumer goods, logistics, truck transportation, telecom-
munications, Intemet, returnable packaging, and cbemical industries took part in interviews that
typically lasted about half an hour. Participants were asked to discuss examples of NPD projects wbere
logistics played a role and wbere logistics did not play a role. Tbe full interview protocol is provided
in the Appendix A. The following are another two examples from tbe interviews:

The R&D department in a large consumer products company came up with a new for-
mulation for a fabric softener that was superior to previous formulations. Fabric softeners
are 5% ingredient and 95% water, which meant if the product becomes exposed to freez-
ing temperatures, the product would conglomerate and become lumpy. Unfortunately, the
logistics department was not consulted and enough retailers complained about ship-
ments of lumpy fabric softeners thai the new product had to be withdrawn from produc-
tion incurring signiftcant losses.
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An NPD team decided to source a component part from Asia that needed to be transported
several miles from the U.S. west coast port to the final assembly plant. This product was
so large that it was in a special 20 feet by 20 feet hy 40 foot container which was not a prob-
lem when on the deck of a ship. Logistics was notified two years before the component part
was scheduled to artive which allowed them to work with the rait carrier to move the switch
stands, signals, track site devices to enable this huge container to be transported from the
port to the plant. Without the two year advance notice for logistics it would have been highly
cost prohibitive to move this targe container from the port to the plant.

The interviews provided support for the benefit of logistics involvement in NPD. The automotive
company executives who participated specifically noted that since 1990 logistics involvement in NPD
has become standard practice in their industry. Other company executives provided additional
examples, noting the changing role and importance of logistics within the company, and the increas-
ing involvement of logistics in NPD. • i

Logistics processes over a number of years have also been an important component of busi-
ness strategy and can provide a basis for a competitive profit edge (Heskett 1977). Logistics can pro-
vide critical information on decisions about transportation modes, the most efficient transportation
choice within the mode, the impact of packaging, and delivering the product in the necessary con-
dition. Logistics has become a source of competitive advantage, especially after transportation
deregulation and improvements in information technology that have enabled companies to gain com-
petitive advantage through competence in delivery speed, reliability, responsiveness, and low cost
distribution. In other words, logistics plays a strategic role in many companies.

Given the interviews and these examples, there is anecdotal support for the concept that logis-
tics can play an important role in new product development. The next step in the project was to review
the relevant literature to find theoretical support for the concept of logistics involvement in NPD.
One theory that provides particular support for the involvement of logistics in NPD is resource
dependence theory and. thus, it is reviewed first.

RESOURCE DEPENDENCE THEORY

Resource dependence theory suggests that management decisions are influenced by those
who control critical resources, both intemal and extemal to the firm (Pfeffer and Salancik 1978). The
resource dependence perspective suggests that some functions may control resources critical to
the success of the company and those functional areas can derive power from the control of these
important resources (Tremblay, Cote, and Balkin 2003). The relative infiuence of one subunit over
another is a function ofthe resources the subunit contributes (Pfeffer and Salancik 1978). Homburg,
Workjiian. and Krohmer (1999) used resource dependence theory to suggest subunits that provide
valued resources, with no close substitutes, on which others are dependent, have more power and
influence than other subunits. Functions that are important within the firm are those that provide valued
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infomiation or upon which other functions in the firm depend. Therefore, if functions such as logistics
provide resources other functions need, logistics could become more salient within the firm.

Logistics has been shown to play an important role in many contexts, such as customer service
(Langley and Holcomb 1992), product availability, time advantages, low cost distribution (Stalk.
Evans, and Shulman 1992). and global manufacturing (Fawcett and Ctoss 1993). Logistics also inter-
faces with manufacturing, marketing, and R&D to deal with procurement, inventory, warehousing,
and distribution (Morash, Droge, and Vickery 1996). The NPD process can also benefit from infor-
mation provided by both suppliers and customers, which can be facilitated by logistics. Supply
chain management has become more important in companies and in the context of hfPD can be con-
sidered the incorporation of suppliers and customers ideas - again facilitated by logistics. Logistics
is more salient in firms that belong to industries that emphasize information technology and time
based competition (Zacharia and Mentzer 2004). Firms where logistics provides a competitive
advantage or is important within the firm will likely benefit from logistics involvement in NPD. This
led to the development of a conceptual framework relating the involvement of logistics in new
product development (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1

LOGISTICS INVOLVEMENT IN NPD MODEL
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THEORETICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The logistics involvement in NPD model proposes that logistics salience leads to logistics
involvement in NPD, which leads to NPD project performance and NPD logistics performance. We
propose that firms where logistics is involved in NPD have better NPD project peiformance and NPD
logistics perfonnance.
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Logistics Salience and Logistics Involvement

Logistics salience is defined as the influenceAmportance of logistics relative to other fimctions
witbin tbe firm (Zacbaiia and Mentzer 2004). Logistics, as a function, is increasingly viewed as strate-
gically important to tbe firm (Bienstock, Mentzer, and Bird 1997; Mentzer. Flint, and Hutt 2001).
Inbound logistics, intemal logistics, and outbound logistics are important processes witbin the firm
(Srivastava. Sbervani, and Fabey 1999). Logistics witbin the firm bas an important roie in manag-
ing international suppliers and international customers (Fawcett and Closs 1993). An empirical
study by Ellinger, Daugberty, and Keller (2000) found logistics is of strategic importance to tbe firm
and affects corporate performance (customer satisfaction and overall profitability). Logistics bas
become more salient in companies wbere logistics excellence bas an impact on tbe company's
profitability, sucb as Dell, Nabisco, and FedEx (Mentzer and Williams 2001). and companies have
used logistics to create a competitive advantage (Bowersox, Mentzer, and Speh 1995; Morasb,
Droge, and Vickery 1996). In firms wbere logistics is salient and provides a competitive advantage,
there might be a benefit in involving logistics in firm-wide activities where logistics currently does
not play a prominent role, such as new product development (Zacharia and Mentzer 2004). Resource
dependence tbeory also suggests tbat functions that are important and provide an advantage within
tbe firm are more likely to be involved in core business processes witbin the firm sucb as supply chain
management and NPD. Srivastava, Sbervani, and Fahey (1999) identified three core business
processes; supply chain management, customer relationsbip management, and new product devel-
opment. Companies wbere logistics is salient are more likely to bave logistics involvement in NPD.

Zacbaria and Mentzer (2004) conceptualized logistics salience as a second order construct
made up of two indicator constructs: Degree of Importance (DI) and Advantage Provided (AP). The
degree of importance construct was based on research conducted by Forker, Ruch, and Hershauer
(1999), who found the importance of quality management witbin the firm was dependent on access
to top management, decision-making influence, and visibility within tbe firm. Tbe advantage pro-
vided construct was based on researcb conducted by McGinnis and Vallopra (1999), wbo found tbe
importance of suppliers during new product development was dependent on tbe competitive advan-
tage, cost advantage, service quality advantage, and profitability advantage. Tberefore, as logistics
provides a competitive advantage witbin tbe company tbere is a greater cbance logistics is salient
witbin tbe firm, leading to greater logistics involvement in core business processes within tbe firm
(like NPD).

Tbe logistics involvement in NPD construct is defmed as tbe act of integrating logistics pro-
fessionals in decision making processes (for tbe purposes of tbis paper, this means decision mak-
ing processes associated with NPD). NPD researchers (Meyers and Tucker 1989; Morasb, Droge,
and Vickery 1996) bave noted the benefits of logistics involvement in NPD in terms of improved
NPD project performance. Gaining involvement from otber departments provides tbe opportunity
to coordinate development to raise tbe level of NPD success (Ayers, Dablstrom, and Skinner 1997).
Just as supplier involvement in NPD (Clark 1989; McGinnis and Vallopra 1999) and manufactur-
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ing involvement in NPD have an impact on NPD project perfonnance (McDermott and Handfield
2000; Song, Montoya-Weiss. and Schmidt 1997), logistics involvement should benefit NPD.

Logistics involvement in NPD can be of benefit in many ways. When product life cycle times
are short, as in fashion goods or electrotiic products like cell phones, logistics processes can make
critical contributions to the time it takes to bring a new product to market (LaLonde and Powers 1993).
Companies like Dell, Intel, and Sony - that use a modular product design - or automotive compa-
nies like Toyota, Ford, and General Motors - that use just-in-time manufacturing - benefit in part
from early involvement of logistics in NPD. Logistics feedback influences new product design and
parts configuration, based upon reliability, serviceability, shipping, storage, and installation require-
ments (Meyers and Tucker 1989).

The timing of when logistics becomes involved likeiy affects the type of logistics involvement
in NPD. Costs incurred during the design stages ofthe NPD process may be no more than 8% ofthe
total product development cost, but the decisions made in this stage determine as much as 60-80%
of total NPD costs (Raia 1993).If logistics were involved earlier, it would be much easier to make
cost trade-off decisions between the logistics implications of a particular design. One of the exec-
utives who participated in the qualitative phase of this research provided the following example.

Logistics identifies the cost of transportation associated with a proposed new vehicle
design years before production starts. In one specific case of a popular automobile, logis-
tics noted if the design team were able to reduce the overall length by 2 inches it would
allow 18 vehicles per railcar instead of 15 vehicles per raitcar as in the proposed design.
The design team developed a new length that met the reduction in size, and also dra-
matically redticed the costs of transportation on the order of several million dollars over
the life ofthe vehicle. Reducing the length woutd have been impossible even if logistics
was able to point out the cost savings once the vehicle reached production.

This suggests the earlier logistics becomes involved in the product development process the
easier it is to make production cost versus logistics benefit trade-off decisions.

A review of the NPD literature also identified many similarities between logistics involvement
and supplier involvement in the context of a NPD team. Supplier involvement in NPD can be char-
acterized as a multidimensional construct (McGinnis and Vallopra 2001). Birou and Fawcett (1994),
researching supplier involvement in NPD. noted supplier involvement is characterized by the tim-
ing and quality of involvement in the new product team. Before identifying a construct as a second
order or first order construct, it is important to assess how respondents typically view the phe-
nomenon of logistics involvement (Garver and Mentzer 1999). Our interviews also provided sup-
port to the concept of logistics involvement in NPD as a complex, multidimensional construct.
Since there has been very little research on the role of logistics in NPD, we decided to focus on three
specific dimensions: when logistics first became involved (timing), the quality of involvement
(quality), and the strength of the relationship (relationship). Timing assesses when logistics first
becomes involved or at what percent of NPD completion (0% to 1(X)%) logistics becomes involved.
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Quality assesses what impact logistics provided lo the NPD process. Clearly, the quality of logis-
tics involvemenl in NPD could vary from simply attending meetings to actually contributing ideas
that are implemented. This range of involvement in the creativity, the independent contribution, the
number of ideas generated, and the number of ideas implemented when logistics became involved
in the NPD process define Quality. Relationship assesses the strength of the relation.ship that logis-
tics has with other team members. Understanding the closeness of the relationship helps to better
identify the value that logistics has with the NPD team. The level of commitment, cooperation,
and value of logistics placed by other team members identifies the closeness of the relationship. There-
fore logistics involvement in NPD can best be described in terms of timing, quality and relationship.
This leads to the first hypothesis that relates the importance of logistics within the finn and the oppor-
tunity for logistics to be involved in core business processes within the firm (like NPD).

Hi: Companies where logistics has higher levels of logistics salience have greater logistics
involvement in NPD.

Logistics involvement in NPD should lead to new product designs that mitigate logistics costs
and thereby improve NPD project performance and NPD logistics pwrformance.

Logistics Involvement in NPD and NPD Project Performance

One of the major goals of this research was to determine if logistics involvement in NPD
improved the process of new product development, and one of the best methods to measure the
impact of logistics involvement in NPD is to measure NPD project performance. Much of the
research that has examined methods to improve NPD typically used NPD project performance as
the outcome measure (Griffm and Hauser 1996; Montoya-Weiss and Catantone 1994). Researchers
who have conducted meta-analyses or reviews of the NPD literature found global outcome measures
are typically used to mea.sure NPD project perfonnance (Brown and Eisenhardt 1995; Griffin and
Page 1996). NPD project performance is defined as the overall performance of an NPD project
after the product has heen in the marketplace for at least one year. The perforinance measures that
were used (profit, budget, market share, speed to market, and quality/performance) as overall mea-
sures are consistent with the NPD literature (Griffin and Hauser 1996; Rochford and Rudelius
1992). The purpose of analyzing the performance of the NPD project is to better define the poten-
tial benefit of logistics involvement in NPD. If NPD project perfonnance improves, there is a
greater likelihood that logistics involvement in NPD was of benefit.

H2: Companies with higher levels of logistics involvement have greater NPD project performance.

Another way to measure the impact of logistics involvement in NPD is to focus on NPD logis-
tics performance measures. NPD logistics performance is defined a.s the perfonnance typically
associated with distribution and handling of the product, such as the order fill rate, on-time deliv-
ery, and damage free delivery (Chow, Heaver, and Henriksson 1994). Logistics, by being involved
in the NPD process, could make suggestions to help reduce the cost and damage associated with deliv-
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ering the new product. Another example from the interviews illustrates the role logistics played in
ensuring the new products were delivered without damage:

Automobiles, that are transported on rail cars, used to be held in place with chains that
were attached to the frame and ratcheted down into place. Engineering redesigned the auto-
mobiles from having heavy solid frames to a monocoque construction (practically elim-
inating the frame) to reduce weight and save on fuel costs. Unfortunately, logistics was
not aware of this change, and by the time the automobiles reached the final destination,
their frames were bent.'

Logistics can also provide feedback on shipping conditions, such as exposure to water, air, dust,
vibration, and temperature, that can affect the damage free delivery and transport of the new prod-
uct. Having logistics involved in the NPD process should improve NPD logistics performance,
especially during product delivery and transport.

H3: Companies with higher levels of logistics involvement have greater NPD logistics
performance.

NPD Logistics Performance and NPD Project Performance

One aspect of NPD logistics performance is to consider it as a component of NPD project
performance. Improving NPD logistics performance in areas such as order fill rate or damage free
delivery .should translate into more satisfied customers, which should directly impact the bottom line.
Increasing customer satisfaction will likely lead to improvements in NPD project performance
areas such as profit and speed to market.

H4: Companies with higher levels of NPD logistics performance have higher levels of NPD
project performance.

METHOD

A survey research design, following the total design method (Diltman 1978), was used to col-
lect the data. Multi-item measures were developed or adapted to evaluate the constructs proposed
earlier (Churchill 1979; Gerhing and Anderson 1988). The unit of analysis in this research wasacom-
pleted NPD project that had a product in the marketplace for at lea.st a year, since NPD project per-
formance is an important outcome variable (Brown and Eisenhardt 1995; Kessler and Chakrabarti
1996; Montoya-Weiss and Calantone 1994). Tlus ensured the respondents were providing actual per-
formance and not an estimate of the potential performance of the new product. Another advantage
of using the project as the unit of analysis was that specific practices and their influence on project
success tend to be more readily identifiable than using the firm as the unit of analysis.

Measure Development and Pretest

The method for scale development followed procedures and guidelines recommended by
Churchill(1979), Gerbing and Anderson (1988), and Dunn. Seaker. and Waller (1994). EstabUshed
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scales were either adopted directly or modified slightly to measure the constructs in this research
(see Appendix B).

The 21 interview respondents from the qualitative phase of the research reviewed the survey
to determine if the questions captured the important concepts associated with logistics involve-
ment in NPD. identified any ambiguity or other difficulties in responding to the items, and offered
suggestions to improve the questionnaire. Five academic experts evaluated measurement items
and drafts ofthe survey from the standpoint of representativeness, item specificity, clarity of con-
struction, readability, content validity, and face validity. Based upon the feedback, some items were
rewritten or eliminated, and others were added.

All of the variables of interest were estimated through managers' perceptual evaluations of logis-
tics salience, logistics involvement in NPD, NPD project perfonnance. and NPD logistics perfor-
mance. TTie survey, in addition to questions about logistics and NPD, also contained control variables
such as the size of the firm, annual sales, percentage of revenue from new products, and the com-
petitive nature of the industry.

Sampling Frame

The major focus of this research was to evaluate the involvement of logistics in new product
development. Therefore, it was critical to find companies with logistics departments or executives
who are familiar with logistics to answer the survey. This eliminated sending the survey to the gen-
eral population, which led us to approach the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals
directly to utilize their mailing list of U.S. manufacturing fiims. Target firms were not limited to those
in any single industry, but open to various industries in hopes of obtaining study results more applic-
able across industries in the U.S. By selecting manufacturing related companies, there was a greater
likelihood these companies had experience developing new products. The sample consisted of
randomly selected individuals, represented by logistics and supply chain professionals with titles
such as logistics manager, director of logistics, director of materials, vice president of supply chain,
and executive vice president. These individuals were chosen as the respondent group because they
are uniquely informed about the subject matter in the survey instrument, specifically logistics,
NPD project perfonnance and NPD logistics perfonnance.

Out ofthe original list of 2,041 potential participants, a random sample of 268 participants was
contacted as part of the pretest. Participants were contacted through mail, telephone, and e-mail. Sixty-
five respondents indicated they were in some way prohibited from completing the survey, which left
a sample size of 203. Forty-eight usable surveys were returned, for an effective pretest response rate
of 23.6%. The response rate ranged from a low of 2% for mail, 21 % for e-mail, and 28% for telephone.

Griffis, Goldsby, and Cooper (2003), testing both e-mail (web surveys) and traditional mail sur-
veys, concluded that e-mail surveys are comparable in quality to mail surveys and can be used to
support the same conclusions. Advantages of e-mail surveys were the higher response rate, lower
costs for repeat mailings, and the response data can be added to a database directly; while disad-
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vantages of e-mail surveys include not being able to jot notes beside particular questions, it is not
as universally available, and it is more prone to technological errors (Griffis, Goldsby, and Cooper
2003). Tbe significantly low response rate for tbe mail survey and tbe advantages of tbe e-mail
surveys led to eliminating contacting potential respondents by mail. Even though contacting respon-
dents by telephone bad tbe highest response rate, it was also very difficult and time consuming to
contact respondents directly as the vast majority of calls went to voice mail. Tbe response rate was
comparable between e-mail and telepbone witb a lot less effort, wbicb led to tbe use of e-mail as tbe
primary method of soliciting participation from potential respondents for the final survey.

For the final survey, eliminating names of those wbo indicated tbey were unable to participate
(740), bad already participated in tbe pre-test (268), or bad incorrect e-mail addresses (229) left a
final sample of 804. Out of this group, using a 4-wave mailing process, 304 surveys were returned.
Eight surveys were deleted for not answering 11 or more questions out of 67 (missed 16% of the sur-
vey). Tbis left a final response of 296 usable surveys, for an effective response rate of 36.8%.

Demographic information on the survey respondents can be found in Table 1. The majority of
tberespondents were either in management (84%) or executives (12%). Respondents were highly
experienced with NPD projects, 69% bad been involved in over ten NPD projects and 49% of tbe
respondents indicated over 30% of tbeir company's profits came from products less tban five years
old. A large number of industries were represented, witb tbe tbree largest in the Electronics (18%),
Food (18%), and Pharmaceuticals (12%) industries. Respondents ciime from well-establisbed com-
panies (94% over 11 years old), and large companies (65% over 50(X) employees and 43% over
$5 billion in sales). Tbe most common department tbe respondents belonged to was logistics (67%).
Manufacturing and marketing department members wbo are typically involved in NPD comprised
about 10% of tbe sample, whicb could be considered unduly biased. However, since much of tbe
researcb was exploratory to determine if tbe role of logistics was different in NPD tban wbat is typ-
ically found in tbe literature, tbere was a need to ensure logistics was well represented in the sam-
ple. Since this is one of tbe first researcb projects that specifically examines tbe role of logistics in
NPD, there is value in ensuring tbe majority of tbe respondents are from logistics. If tbis research
establishes tbat logistics plays an important role in NPD, then further researcb sbould involve otber
departments to furtber corroborate these findings. To assure the logistics fiinction did not unduly infiu-
ence or bias tbe sample, T-tests were conducted on all of tbe constructs and tbe specific items. Out
of tbe 27 items tbat were tested, one item from tbe advantage provided construct was different
between logistics and non-logistics respondents. Tbis item was deleted from the subsequent analy-
sis. All other constructs and items bad no significant ditference between logistics and non-logistics
respondents at (p < 0.001).
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TABLE 1

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

Survey Question

,lob Title

NPD projects

Pn»fi( from products
\,v-!>s tltiin 5yeursold

Industries

<'ompany Age

Company Size
(Employees)

Company Annual
Sales (Billions)

Department

Largest
Group

Managers
84%

10-25
37%

Over 30%
49%

Other
25%

>15yrs
89,1%

5.001-50,000
43.2%

>5
43.6%

Logistics
67%

2nd Largest
Group

Executive
12%

Over 25
32%

1-10%
21%

Electronics
18%

ll-15yrs
5.1%

501-5.000
30.4%

1-5
28.0%

Other
2f%

3rd Largest
Group

Analyst
4%

1-4
17%

11-20%
19%

Food/tobacco
i8%

6-10 yrs
3.4%

>50,000
22.3%

0.100-0.999
27.3%

Manufaciiiring
7%

4th Largest
Group

5-9
14%

21-30%
11%

Pharmaceuticals
12%

<5yrs
1.7%

<500
4.4%

< 0.099
4.4%

Marketing
3,4%

The potential for non-response bias was tested by comparing early and late respondents for all
of the constructs included in the study using ANOVA (Armstrong and Overton 1977). Six questions
tor NPD project performance were tested for any bias between the different waves of responses. There
were no statistical differences between the waves for NPD project performance at p < 0.05. In
addition, a random sample of 34 non-respondents was contacted to compare their responses on the
dependent variable NPD project performance with those of respondents to assess the potential tor
non-response bias {Mentzer and Flint 1997). There were no significant statistical differences between
Ihe respondents and non-respondents at p < 0.05. Given these two tests, non-response bias was not
considered a problem in the final sample.

Analysis

A basic analysis of the returned surveys, including examination for incorrect coding, item
normality, skewness, kurtosis, means, standard deviations, and outliers (Mentzer, Flint, and Kent 1999),
was acceptable. Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) using AMOS 5.0 was the main statistical
analysis too! for this research. Gerbing and Anderson's (1988) two-step method was followed,
where a measurement model is developed first and followed by a structural model. Three of the con-
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strucLs, logistics involvement in NPD relationship, NPD project performance, and NPD logistics per-
formance, each had one item deleted to significantly improve their construct reliability or Cronbach
a. Advantage provided, as explained earlier, had one item deleted as logistics respondents and non-
respondents had significant differences on this item. The remaining items and constructs met the
requirements for unidimensionality, reliability, and construct validity through their stand^dized regres-
sion weights, squared multiple correlations, standardized residuals, modification indices, and good-
ness of fit indicators. The measurement model was tested using AMOS 5.0 and Table 2 contains the
parameter estimates, Cronbach's alpha, and t-values from the confirmatory analysis.

A number of statistical tests were conducted to confirm logistics salience and logistics involve-
ment in NPD are second order constructs, as proposed in the model. If the correlation coefficients
between the first order factors are relatively high (> .70). then from a statistical perspective the
resfwndents are viewing this phenomenon at the second order factor level (G^^er and Mentzer 1999).
The regression weights were .71 and .67 for degree of importance and advantage provided respec-
tively for logistics salience. The regression weights were 0.78 for timing, 0.85 for quality, and 0.79
for relationship.

Another test to determine if a second order factor is more reasonable is to determine the
improvement in chi-square in comparison to the cost in terms of degrees of freedom and p-values
ofthe associated paths (Hair etal. 1998).There was an improvement in chi-square, degrees of free-
dom, and highest p-value in comparing the first order construct for logistics salience (x^ = 584.2,
DF = 229, p < 0.0001) and the second order construct for logistics salience (^ = 460.6, DF = 228,
p < 0.0001). There was a significant improvement for logistics involvement in NPD in terms ofthe
chi-square, degrees of freedom, and highest p-value in comparing the first order construct (j^ = 878,
DF = 227, p < 0.0001) and the second order construct Or = 480, DF = 229, p < 0.0001). Therefore,
both logistics salience and logistics involvement in NPD can be considered second order constructs.

The structural model was then tested, which resulted in the following three SEM indices of model
adequacy: (1) the chi-square, goodness-of-fit test, (j^ = 460.6, DF = 228), (2) the Bentler compar-
ison fit index (CFI = 0.948), and (3) Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA = 0.059).
AU regression weights were significant at the p < 0.001 level, except for the path from logistics involve-
ment in NPD to NPD logistics performance, which was significant at the p < 0.008 level. The fmal
model, with the items and standardized values for the regression weights, is presented in Figure 2.
Table 3 summarizes the hypotheses, regression weights and P values for the first and second order
constmcts.
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FIGURE 2

LINPD MODEL WITH STANDARDIZED VALUES
(ERROR TERMS OMITTED FOR CLARITY)
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TABLE 3

PATH WEIGHTS OF STRUCTURAL MODEL*

Hyp.

HI

H2

H3

H4

1" Order Construct

Logistics Salience

Logistics Involvement in NPD

Logistics Involvement in NPD

NPD Logistics Performance

DinienNiuns

Degree of Importance

Advantage Provided

Timing

Relationship

Quality

1"' Order Construct

Logistics Involvement in NPD

NPD Project Perfonnance

NPD Logistics Performance

NPD Project Performance

2nd Order Construct

Logistics Salience

Logistics Salience

Logistics Involvement in NPD

Logistics Involvement in NPD

Logistics Involvement in NPD

*NoIe: Goodness of Fit Measures of Structural Model

AGno.86 GFI 0.885 NFI 0.902 RFI 0.892 RMSEA 0.059
CFI 0.948 IFI 0.948 PGFI 0.731 RMR 0. i56 TLI 0.942

Path
Weights

0.354

0.217

0.186

0.283

0.708

0.667

0.777

0.852

0.794

T
Value

4.09

3.31

2.65

4.04

10.83

9.98

12.12

15.58

13.14

P
Value

0.001

0.001

0.008

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

FINDINGS

Hypothesis I slated that logistics salience leads to greater logistics involvemetit iti NPD. As coti-
firmed previously, logistics salience is a second order construct made up of two first order constructs:
degree of importance and the advantage provided (Zacharia and Mentzer 2004). Based on the path
estimate of 0.35, this hypothesis was supported as a positive relationship at the p = 0.001 level. This
suggests there is a relationship in companies where logistics plays an important or salient role and
the involvement of logistics in NPD. Therefore, in this sample the more salient logistics is within
the fum the greater the likelihood logistics is involved in NPD.

Hypothesis 2 stated that logistics involvement in NPD leads to greater NPD project performance.
Logistics involvement in NPD is also a second order construct made up of three first order constructs,
or three dimensions; timing, quality, and relationship. Timing had a value of 0.78, which suggests
when logistics first becomes involved in NPD is important to consider. Quality had a value of 0.79,
which suggests the creativity, the number of ideas generated and implemented, matter in logistics
involvement. Relationship had a value of 0.85, which suggests the cooperation and commitment
can impact logistics involvement in NPD. Based on the path estimate of 0.22, the positive relatioti-
ship between logistics involvement in NPD and NPD project performance was supported at the
p = 0.01 level. NPD project performance is a key output construct in this model. The fact that logistics
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involvement in NPD leads to better NPD project performance bodes well for the concept of logis-
tics involvement in NPD.

Hypothesis 3 staled that logistics involvement in NPD leads to better NPD logistics performance.
Based on the path estimate of 0.19, the relationship between logistics involvement in NPD and
NPD logistics performance was supported as a positive relationship at the p = O.OOI level. There-
fore, logistics involvement in NPD has a direct effect on NPD logistics perfonnance.

Hypothesis 4 stated that improvements in NPD logistics perfonnance lead to better NPD pro-
ject performance. Based on the path estimate of 0.28, the positive relationship between NPD logis-
tics performance and NPD project performance was supported at the p = 0.001 level. Therefore, NPD
logistics performance has a direct effect on NPD project performance.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

The primary managerial implication is that NPD project performance improves with logistics
involvement in the NPD process. Compatiies frequently search for ways to improve NPD project
performance, and NPD is essential for long-term survival for many firms. Much of the NPD liter-
ature suggestscompaniesstilldoapoorjobof NPD and this research shouldbeof great value for
companies that do not currently involve logistics in NPD. This research did not specifically consider
the type of new product: however, it is possible to speculate on the role of logistics involvement in
NPD. If the shipping conditions, such as exposure to water, air, dust, vibration, and temperature, can
affect the fmal product, there is value in having logistics involved during NPD. When the physical
characteristics of the product prevent the efficient utilization of cubic space, there is value in get-
ting logistics involved in the NPD process. If the new product requires special transportation, it is
important to get logistics involved in the NPD process. When the product launch becomes critical
or there is a need to distribute products to a large number of retail locations in a very short time, logis-
tics involvement in NPD is valuable. If the new product requires changes to the existing method of
distribution, logistics needs to be involved in the NPD process. If the cost of distributing the prod-
uct is a significant component of the final cost of the product, then it is critical to have logistics involved
in the NPD process. From the examples discussed above, it is also possible to suggest that the
opposite of these examples are where logistics involvement in NPD is less important.

The second managerial implication is that logistics involvement in NPD improves NPD logis-
tics performance. This suggests that companies concerned with the efficient distribution of new prod-
ucts, damage free delivery, or those competing on the basis of logistics capabilities, benefit from
logistics involvement in NPD. Given that a large proportion of NPD projects fail, any effort by the
firm to improve performance is warranted. Since involvement of logistics in NPD project teams
improves NPD project perfonnance and subsequent performance of logistics, firms should consider
the strategic advantage this double performance enhancement brings to the firm.

The third managerial implication is that the timing of logistics involvement in the NPD process
is important. Both interview and survey data supported the idea that logistics involvement in the NPD
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team led to designs that better incorporated logistics trade-offs. Over 50% ofthe respondents were
involved with the new product team before 50% ofthe NPD project was completed, suggesting many
ofthe companies already practice early logistics involvement in NPD. This provides support for the
notion that involving logistics after the new product is completely developed is not as valuable as
involving logistics early in the NPD process. In this research study, 32% of the sample did not
involve logistics until after the product was approximately 80% completed, which indicates the major-
ity of companies do involve logistics before the product is completed. However, many companies
could involve logistics earlier in the NPD process. Companies developing new products where
logistics issues are important clearly benefit from early logistics involvement in NPD.

The fourth managerial implication is the importance of logistics within the firm directly leads
to greater logistics involvement in NPD. Companies where logistics has become a source of com-
petitive advantage or where logistics is salient within the finn benefit from logistics involvement
in NPD. Managers can evaluate the salience of logistics in their own firm by considering factors such
as access to top management, decision making influence and visibility within the firm. The advan-
tage logistics provides in terms of cost, service quality, competitive advantage and profitability
also impacts the importance of logistics within the firm.

The fifth managerial implication is the type of logistics involvement in the NPD project
impacts NPD project performance and NPD logistics performance. The quality of logistics involve-
ment in terms of creativity, contribution, ideas generated, and ideas implemented, does matter.
Therefore, having logistics personnel simply attending a few meetings of the NPD team might not
directly translate into improvements in NPD project performance and NPD logistics performance.
Logistics involvement in NPD should focus on developing new creative ideas that can be implemented.
TTie relationship logistics has with other members ofthe NPD team also impacts the outcome ofthe
project. The commitment and cooperation by logistics to the NPD team seems to be important.
Again, if logistics is unable to significantly commit and cooperate with the NPD team, there is lit-
tle benefit in involving logistics in NPD. Both the quality and the type of relationship of the logis-
tics involvement in NPD affect the outcome. For those projects where logistics factors are important,
managers need to commit significant logistics resources to help ensure improvements in NPD pro-
ject performance and NPD logistics performance.

LIMITATIONS

The large number of industries represented here, coupled with the significant response rate, sug-
gests the results are generalizable in many different NPD contexts. However, there are limitations.
Even though the respondents had relevant knowledge for logistics and NPD. the data are based on
hindsight and could contain subjective bias. In addition, using single respondents instead of mul-
tiple respondents increases the risk of single source error typical of survey based research. This study
utilized logistics respondents to evaluate the role of logistics in NPD, which might positively affect
the results. Finally, this research also did not incorporate a longitudinal design, which limits the abil-
ity to test the direct causal relationships implied by the hypotheses.
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I FURTHER RESEARCH

Further research should attempt to extend this study in a number of different ways to better under-
stand the role of logistics in NPD. There is value in determining what new product/service charac-
leristics or what industries benefit the most from logistics involvement in NPD. For example, the
environmental uncertainly ofthe industry, the level of global competition, the sophistication ofthe
information technology, and the average product life cycle could all potentially affect the role of logis-
tics in NPD.

The involvement of logistics could also be affected by the degree of innovativeness of the
new product. Is logistics involvement of greater value when developing a radical new product or when
developing an incremental new product? Radical products do not have an existing logistics infra-
structure, which might suggest logistics involvement is of greater value than an incremental inno-
vation where the logistics infrastructure is already in existence. Another argument could be that
logistics costs are not a concem with a radical product since the greater concem is just to get the prod-
uct completed and launched. In an incremental innovation, every cost is scrutinized, which might
make logistics input of greater value.

Another area of further research is to replicate this study with non-logistics respondents.
Ensuring the departments that are typically involved in NPD - such as R&D, manufacturing, and
marketing - are well represented in a survey would add further support to the valuable role that logis-
tics plays in NPD. Incorporating multiple respondents from the same NPD project might provide
different insighLs than what was currently discovered. Multiple respondents could further expand
on the role of resource interdependence as the driver of involving logistics in the NPD team.

This research focused on U.S. manufacturing companies. Does the role of logistics change in
companies from other countries that might affect the potential benefit of logistics involvement in
NPD? Does the availability of a logi.stics and transportation infrastructure in another country affect
the benefit of logistics involvement in NPD? Is logistics involvement in NPD of value in countries
where logistics is not viewed as part ofthe competitive advantage of a company?

ln this research, there was a clear focus on new products instead of new services. Can logis-
tics play a role in the development of new services and is it of value? What kinds of services are more
appropriate for logistics involvement? Further research could target companies that provide services
to determine the role of logistics new service development.

This research focused on NPD projects that were developed within the firm. However, there
has been a greater emphasis on the value of supply chain management and incorporating suppliers
and customers in the NPD process. Further research should evaluate the role of logistics membere
from customer firms, supplier firms, and other companies in the supply chain as part of the NPD
process.

There are many different ways to delineate the process or number of steps associated with
NPD. but a common NPD model distinguishes idea generation, idea screening, and opportunity analy-
sis from product development, product testing, and product launch (Gupta, Raj, and Wilemon 1986;
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Song and Montoya-Weiss 1998). This research was able to determine logistics involvement in
NPD before product launch was of value. Does the role of logistics change in these different steps
and in which of these steps does logistics involvement have the greatest value?

Finally this research used a survey approach to be broadly generalizable across multiple indus-
tries. Further research could instead rely on case study methodologies focusing on a single indus-
try, or on a few companies, to better develop a deeper understanding of the role of logistics in NPD.

CONCLUSION

This paper serves to fill a gap in the literature with respect to relating logistics involvement in
NPD and firm perfonnance. and is one of the few to examine the relationship between logistics
involvement in NPD and NPD project performance and NPD logistics performance. This research
suggests there is strategic value in considering the role of logistics in NPD and also supports the basic
tenets of resource dependence theory that the value of functions changes as they provide valued infor-
mation. As logistics continues to provide valuable information, there is a benefit in involving logis-
tics in NPD. We hope this research will encourage both practitioners and researchers to consider the
involvement of logistics in NPD within the firm to improve NPD project perfonnance and NPD logis-
tics performance.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

The purpose of the interview conveyed to the participants was to identify measures that could
be used to develop a survey to determine if early logistics involvement in new product development
would he of benefit.

After asking the participants to briefly describe their company, their competitive environ-
ment, their new product development process, and their function in that company, the following five
questions were then asked:

/. Do you know of any examples where logistics was not involved in new product development
until launch, and did that affect project performance?

2. Do you know of any examples where logistics was involved in new product development, and
did that affect project performance ?

3. What are some of the factors that are used to measure new product development project
performance?

4. What are some of the factors that are used to measure new product development logistics
performance?

5. Do you have any contacts that are involved in new product development (who are not in logistics)
that I could interview?
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APPENDIX B

CONSTRUCT ITEMS AND THEIR SOURCES

Item
Label

DIi
mcxiified

DI2
modified

DI3
modified

DLi
modified

APi
modified

AP2
motlified

AP3
modified

AP4
modified

T
modified

Ql
modified

Q2
modiHed
Q'
modified

Q4
modified

Scale Item

The logistics/dislribulion deparlmenl
is an important departmeni in your firm

The logistics departmeni has become
importanl in the firm in terms of...

visibility within the firm

degree of access to top management

degree of decision-making influence*

a cost advantage

a service quality advantage

a competitive advantage

a profitability advantage

When did Logistics/Distribution first
become involved in the new product
development project (from just started
10 I(X)% completed)?

Once logistics became involved. Ibe
level of logistics

creativity was...

independent contribution was...

ideas generated (number of ideas) were...

ideas that were implemented were...

In this project team, logistics.,.

Likert Scale

1 = Strongly Disagree
7 = Strongly Agree

1 = Strongly Disagree
7 - Strongly Agree

1 - Strongly Disagree
7 = Strongly Agree

1 = Strongly Disagree
7 = Strongly Agree

1 = Strongly Disagree
7 = Strongly Agree

1 - Strongly Disagree
7 = Strongly Agree

1 = Strongly Disagree
7 = Strongly Agree

1 = Strongly Disagree
7 = Strongly Agree

I = 0% complete
4 = 50% complete
7 = 100% complete

1 =Low, 7 = High

I = Low, 7 = High

1 = Low. 7 = High

1 = Low, 7 = High

Source

Forker, Rucb, and
Hershauern999)

Forker, Ruch, and
Hershauer(1999)

Forker, Ruch, and
Hershauer(1999)

Forker, Ruch. and
Hershauer(1999)

McGinnis and
Vallopra (1999)

McGinnis and
Vallopra(1999)

McGinni.s and
Vallopra (1999)

McGinnis and
Valiopra(1999)

McGinnis and
Vallopra (1999)

Birou and Fawcett
(1994)

Birou and Fawcett
(1994)

Birou and Fawcett
(1994)

Birou and Fawcett
(1994)

Birou and Fawcett
(1994)
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APPENDIX B (CONT.)

CONSTRUCT ITEMS AND THEIR SOURCES

Item
Label

Rl
modified

R2
modified

Rl
new

PPi
adopted

pp,
adopted

PP?
adopted

PP4
New

PP.5
adopted

PPfi
adopted

PP7
adopted

LPi
adopted

LP2
modified

LP3
adopted

LP4
:idopted

Scale Item

...was highly committed

.. .was highly cooperative

.. .was highly valued by otber team
members *

To what extent did this new product
meet its...

profit objectives

budget objectives

market share objectives

customer satisfaction objectives *

competitive advantage objectives

speed to market objectives

quality or pertbrmance objectives

In your opinion, compared to otber
new products developed within your
firm, this product's...

logistics/distribution costs were... *

orders that were tilled as requested...

on time delivery was...

number of damage free deliveries was,..

Likert Scale

1 = Strongly Disagree
7 = Strongly Agree

1 = Strongly Disagree
7 = Strongly Agree

1 = Strongly Disagree
7 = Strongly Agree

1 = Fell far short
7 - Far Exceeded

1= Fell far short
7 = Far Exceeded

1^ Fell far short
7 = Far Exceeded

1 - Fell far short
7 = Far Exceeded

1= Fell far short
7 = Far Exceeded

I = FeU far short
7 - Far Exceeded

1 = Fell far short
7 - Far Exceeded

1 = Fell far short
7 = Far Exceeded

1 = Fell far sbort
7 = Far Exceeded

1 - Fell far short
7 = Far Exceeded

1 = Fell far short
7 = Far Exceeded

Source

Birou and Fawcett
(1994)

Birou and Fawcett
(1994)

New item

Rochford and
Rudeiius(1992)

Rochlbrd and
Rudelius(1992)

Griftin and Hauser
(1996)

New item

Griffin and Hauser
(1996)

Griffin and Hauser
(1996)

Griffin and Hauser
(1996)

. t

Chow, Heaver, and
Henriksson (1994)

Chow, Heaver, and
Henriksson (1994)

Chow, Heaver, and
Henriksson (1994)

Chow, Heaver, and
Henriksson (1994)

* Deleted
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